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Abstract
Energy and water systems in the West Australian Wheatbelt require
optimization, as they are being delivered through a centralized infrastructure that is
unsustainable in the long run and would be prone to impacts from climate change.
Furthermore, there are vast complexities in integrating sustainable energy sources
currently and their systems due to inherent hardships present in the remote control
and management of such energy forms.
This project aims to integrate distributed energy resources (DERs) for the
desired application using the key elements mentioned above. Blockchain technology
facilitates peer-to-peer (P2P) transmission and trading while having a robust
consensus and encryption along with the employability of smart contracts that help
non-trusting entities to trade energy using a decentralized platform, using this, a
methodology is presented that provides for a pathway towards implementation. It is
also shown how P2P energy trading acts as a driver to instate P2P water trading, by
drawing parallels between water and energy supply systems in terms of infrastructural
needs. The three main parts that energy microgrids are comprised of are generation,
storage, and distribution. These can be directly correlated to a function that would be
required of water trading networks.
The faltering GAWS (Goldfields Agricultural Water Supply Scheme) is well
known and the thesis aims to provide path to install P2P energy and water trading by
consolidating resources from existing projects and through analysing literature from
the identified key elements around which the project is based; blockchain technology,
PV installations and solar pumps with RO, policy instruments that would control the
outcome of the project and, energy and water trading. Since an official consensus was
not available w.r.t the validity of the GAWS infrastructure in Muresk, GeoVIEW was
used to pursue modelling, where in, the man-made water channels have been wilfully
interpreted as water distribution networks.
Three scenarios are simulated (single farm + single PVRO; several farms +
single PVRO; small town & farms + 4 x PVRO) to show the working in different setup
architectures and the most optimal one for the proposed usage is identified. A method
to elucidate the setup of smart contracts is also shown. It incorporates the elements
together, and equations are formed to design and scale the project for different
applications.
The objectives of the thesis are assessed along with the challenges that would
be faced that are inherent in applying such concepts. It is empirically shown that this
project can significantly outperform legacy networks and help in achieving water and
energy independence for the Wheatbelt in the long run. Recommendations are
formulated to create the best environment that would be conducive to its application.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Problem Statement
With Distributed energy resources (DERs) becoming more accessible
and prevalent, consumers are transcending to become prosumers, allowing
them to produce and consume energy [1]. Prosumers can store their surplus
energy, sell it to other prosumers in the network or feed it back to the grid, this
trading between prosumers helps to fortify the inherent production intermittency
in DERs, scaling this technology over large geographic regions, and thereby
connecting communities would be instrumental in mitigating load drops due to
cloud cover and provide better energy security.
Microgrids have been becoming increasingly popular as a solution to
address the aging power infrastructure throughout the globe, they also help
address the increasing vulnerabilities faced by such systems due to climate
change and its associated effects. This move towards decentralized production
facilitates multidirectional trading within an area, hence giving rise to a peerpeer economy or P2P economy.
A peer in the P2P network can produce and sell electricity without the
need for an intermediary. P2P energy trading has proven to be economical and
promising to tackle supply-demand variations that are prevalent on existing
energy networks with PV installations [2] [3]. Several P2P trading concepts
have been investigated in recent years, an archetype of P2P trading was
suggested for microgrids for bolstering the use of local DERs and reduce costs
[4].
Water and energy have long been associated with each other and are
critical to the modern economy. And, recently, there has been a trend of
growing concerns with regards to energy and water security, mainly arising from
the consequences of climate change. In-depth analysis has been conducted
into the water use in the agricultural sector, the environmental implications of
conventional water sourcing methods, and their associated greenhouse
emissions and the abatement options available [5]. The importance of the
energy-water nexus must be realized by various international bodies such as
the UN and the WBCSD, the nexus has gained center-stage and plays a pivotal
role in the concept of a green economy.
Due to the nature of the interaction between energy and water, where
they rely on each other. Mainly, water vast amounts of water are needed to
produce and distribute electricity from conventional and renewable sources
(hydro accounts for over 16% of the share of the total energy produced from all
renewable sources worldwide [6]. Similarly, energy is required to distribute,
transport, and process water, particularly in the case of potable water. The
water sector is certainly not a large consumer of energy; however, governments
are looking to reduce greenhouse gas emissions might investigate the water
sector to find prospective solutions for climate-change mitigation, energy, and
water security. As an example the water sector in Australia accounts for only
10

0.2% of all energy used, however, significant gains in efficiency can be
achieved in the water heating sector, where it is responsible for one-quarter of
the residential energy used and close to 30% of the greenhouse gas emissions
from Australian houses [7]. Hence, there is a pertinent need to improve the
interactions in the energy-water nexus.
Despite, both the sectors of energy and water being interdependent,
energy and water policy tend to be shaped with complete disregard with each
other. Furthermore, the number of policies adopted by the UNFCC and other
governments prescribe the use of sequestration techniques and energy
sources that need large amounts of water to function and hence strengthening
the already bad trade-offs between the two sectors.
Hence, this thesis aims at providing a rounded solution to fortify against
existing vulnerabilities due to the energy-water nexus in the wheat belt region.
The regions comprised in the Wheatbelt are supplied using a reticulated
pipeline system, on an average, there is one supply point for every 700
hectares of farmland, The water supplied is not of potable quality, owing to poor
pre-treatment, hence, cannot be used without further treatment for several
everyday uses excluding irrigation.
The current system aims at delivering water from a single source to a
wide area with variable demand patterns, which makes it extremely expensive
and unviable in the long run. There has been a constant rise of bursts in the
system leading to expensive maintenance undertakings and might eventually
result in the spending of more than 1 Billion dollars to renew and retain the
reticulated systems.
Some fundamental research questions that control the direction of this
research are:
•

What would be the best ‘practice’ to deliver the mentioned P2P energy and
water trading in an agricultural setup i.e. Wheatbelt?

•

How to draw relevant inspiration from a pre-existing urban setup (Perth) to be
applied for a rural application.

•

What would be the important considerations for the intended setup architecture
of all the pivotal elements; blockchain technology, PV installations and solar
pumps with RO, policy instruments that would control the outcome of the project
and, energy and water trading?
The questions will be addressed firstly through reviewing various research
papers and literature available pertaining to the each of the elements mentioned
in the literature review section.
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The methodology and implementation section provides a path to
implement the project, while considering that it should be a market-driven
solution that would help consumers being more self-reliant for their energy and
water needs. A method is proposed to automate such a market driven solution
using blockchain-based smart contracts. The various pre-requisites required for
the successful implementation of the project are described.
The design and implementation chapter presents the main body findings
of this research, where three setups are proposed and the most suitable one
for this instance is chosen and its setup proposed. The chapter concludes with
culmination of the final approach for a spur chosen on the GAWS.
In Chapter 5, I describe the final aspects that would possibly help
operationalize this project. The conclusions are summarized w.r.t the research
hypotheses formulated, and the limitations observed.
Finally, in Chapter 6, recommendations that are policy and technology
oriented are presented that would bolster the applicability of this concept in
current and future scenarios.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Peer-to-peer Energy Trading
The impact of peer-to-peer energy trading between homes in microgrids have
been explored and the need for cost-optimization techniques have been addressed
[4], along with the proposal of a hierarchical system architecture model to palletize the
key constituents involved in the peer-to-peer trading [1]. Optimizations to minimize the
overall energy cost has been proposed through enforcing practical constraints and by
dynamically coordinating multiple microgrids to exploit the varied consumption profiles
[8], the positive impacts that peer-to-peer energy trading would have on the global
socio-economic structure and the desired conditions needed for such trading system
to exist have been elucidated [9]. The feasibility and efficacy of hybrid decentralized
peer-to-peer networks, in terms of setup architecture for conventional power grids has
been explored and adjudged to be the most feasible, scalable, and flexible option [10].
In a recent report published by Power Ledger, a one of its kind company that
specializes in blockchain-based P2P energy trading found that energy trading could
bring greater returns to the consumers when feed-in tariffs are removed or are
significantly brought down, it also shows efficient use of local energy resources, hence,
acting as a pedestal to bolster the penetration of PV installations in the near vicinity
from the point of consumption [2].
There is a considerable gap in the feed-in-tariff and the cost of consumption of
electricity, P2P trading is a strong prospect to provide economic efficiency for
residential and agricultural consumers of solar energy. As a prime case study, the
Brooklyn microgrid, consisting of virtual space and a physical microgrid, was studied.
It was stated that the efficacy of a P2P energy trading model has been proven
technically through the consolidation of smart meter data [11]. The review of historical
demand data provides a path to balance generation and demand, as well as sharing
of energy between prosumers in a microgrid model backed by pricing mechanisms
that were drawn up based on demand and supply [12]. Blockchain technology was
proposed as a conducive solution to address the security and efficiency concerns, its
applicability was studied in [13] and [14] and adjudged to be a reliable solution to
imbibe higher levels of security and privacy for decentralized energy trading smart
grids. It was proven to work in real-time as elucidated in the Power Ledger business
model which also incorporates blockchain technology to facilitate P2P energy trading.
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A SWOT analysis of P2P energy trading will help in achieving a better
understanding of its workings and is shown below.
Table 1: SWOT Analysis of P2P Trading

Strengths
•

•

•

•

Weaknesses

Consumers can
make informed
decisions and can
choose to become
prosumers who
can sell and buy
surplus energy in
the network [2].

•

The network can
be scaled as
needed, can be
integrated into
other networks
(farms,
communities, or
towns).RE
sources can be
added to as when
needed to
increase the
reliability
coefficient.

•

Eliminate the
control exerted by
monopolistic
business models
in the WEM.
Provides
considerable
economic benefits
as an intermediate
economic
regulation
authority is

•

Pricing
mechanisms
are hard to
formulate
considering
the expanse of
the variables
involved.
Need to install
hardware and
smart meters
and make
changes to
existing
infrastructure
to make it
compatible
with P2P
energy
trading.
Policy
changes are
required so as
they can be
integrated into
the existing
market.

Opportunities
•

Creates a
new pedestal
for business
models
based on
energy
trading.

•

Help
increasing
awareness
among
consumers
and hence
steers them
towards the
right choices.

•

Natural
disasters are
expected to
be more
intense and
frequent in
the future,
the project
will facilitate
self-reliance
at times
when
centralized
energy
supply
falters,

Threats
•

The
technology is
still nascent
and hence,
large-sized
scaling has
not yet been
conducted
and its
efficacy been
proved.

•

There is also
a need for
the
technology to
be
developed in
line with the
needs of
average
consumers
and
especially
ones in the
state of
energy
poverty.

•

Data security
is a major
concern
however
success has
been
achieved in
small to
medium
scale
projects by
implementing
14

blockchain
technology.

In my thesis peer-to-peer trading employed for an agricultural setup with fair
levels of renewable energy penetration, the best setup architecture is defined and
several gaps such as trust between prosumers are addressed through various
technological options. Using blockchain technology, a way to authorize transactions,
and fulfill the need for mutual trust in transactions is elucidated where the blockchain
ledger is open to all, ensuring maximum transparency and reliability. Hence, excess
power generated by users can be sold autonomously at fair prices, removing the need
for an economic regulating authority.
The thesis intents to present a practical path to implement energy trading for
farm-centric usage, while also investigating into the policy requirements, propose
conducive recommendations and to also study and review current legislation in place.
The rules of the market are studied and objectives are modeled for all market players,
different market structures are proposed to facilitate energy trading among local DERs
in the Wheatbelt region, elucidates methods to maximize the welfare of the players in
the market and to develop novel methods to improve the viability of P2P trading in the
long-term. Appropriate methods to suggest price signals are also recommended.
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Optimizing
decentralised
production for
and energy
trading setup
Formulating the
best setup
architecture for
an agricultural
setup

Improving
security and
reliability

P2P Energy trading
Desing
Ensuring longterm reliability
that also requires
consumer
education

Recommending
best policy
options
Improving
economic
benefits to all
players in the
market

Figure 1- Key innovations in energy trading presented in this thesis

Rather than aiming to be a one-time fix that permanently provides for the needs
of energy and water, rather, the thesis hopes to leverage already present legacy
infrastructure while simultaneously developing a new system, which would fortify
against existing vulnerabilities.

2.2 Water Trading
The nexus between energy and water is evident and has been discussed in
brief in the introductory part of this thesis. A prime case of this sensitive balance being
disrupted can be seen in the year 2007 when the Australian National Electricity Market
experienced a drastic reduction in the supply of water which, consequently led to a
sudden drop in the generation capacity which drove the price of electricity to increase
exponentially [15]. Electricity generators then, panic bought water from the mines and
local councils, the sector began to look for options that are not heavily dependent on
water to produce electricity, gas-fired generators were installed to manage
emergencies and provide base-load in the case of water shortages. After the incident,
generation companies appealed to the government to remove the constraints put on
them w.r.t environmental legislation, when sufficient water is unavailable for power
16

generation [16]. This would further exacerbate the stressors that caused the incident
in the first place (drought due to change in climate patterns).
The incident brought two major problems in the energy-water relationship to the
surface. Firstly, the energy market in its current state is prone to shocks perpetuated
by water scarcity, a factor that is only expected to strengthen as climate change
intensifies. Secondly, other consumers of water in the mix will find themselves robbed
of their daily supply. This trade-off in the long term can undermine the water security
of any region.
Authors in [17] show that Micro-trading of rain-water has shown to bolster the
sustainability of water systems, it however has not been extensively tested and
demonstrated. Introducing new flows into a pre-existing water distribution network will
cause wide changes to flow patterns and pressures. Furthermore, the energy used by
pumps to maintain flows across a distribution network might be more detrimental than
beneficial. Deducing from these constraints this thesis aims to implement virtual water
trading that would circumvent the otherwise complex engineering required.
The use and prevalence of PV installations have considerably grown over the
past years, and the agricultural sector is one of its best fit uses as shown in [18], [19]
and [20]. Several agriculturalists all around the world have shown interest in PV as a
possible solution to energy and water insecurity and to reduce running costs [21].
Additionally, even during the off-season when irrigation is not required, electricity
produced from PV will still be used to run other facilities and for residential
consumption, hence reducing reliance on a scheme-based supply of electricity.
The Author in [22] has found PV systems to be ideal for use in isolated/nonurban setups that are far from points of centralized production. The Wheatbelt is one
such region and, hence, falls under the same description.
Irrigation is pertinent to gain profits from any agricultural practice, pumping
water requires extensive energy usage and distributors tend to sell it at a price that is
not conducive economically, existing irrigation channel techniques are prone to
evaporation and have deteriorated over time due to its age and near end-of-life usage
[23]. ‘Green water’ is a concept that has been well document which is the requirement
of 3-4 cubic meters of water for every human which is rain-originated that is used for
producing food from croplands [24]. When all the requirements are not met through
‘green water’ which is becoming increasingly unpredictable due to climate change
events, it is then necessary to use irrigation to satiate the needs.
In the case of the Wheatbelt there are several reasons why it is unsustainable
to source water through conventional infrastructure [23]:
•

•

The regions comprised in the Wheatbelt are supplied using a reticulated
pipeline system, on an average, there is one supply point for every 700
hectares of farmland,
The water supplied is not of potable quality, owing to poor pre-treatment,
hence, cannot be used without further treatment for several everyday
uses excluding irrigation.
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•

•

The current system aims at delivering water from a single source to a
wide area with variable demand patterns, which makes it extremely
expensive and unviable in the long run.
There has been a constant rise of bursts in the system leading to
expensive maintenance undertakings and might eventually result in the
spending of more than 1 Billion dollars to renew and retain the
reticulated systems.

Draught has been a factor that hampers agriculture and wheat production with
context for Australia, the productivity of agricultural lands will decrease and become
more unpredictable due to changing climate patterns. The west of Australia is
expected to have severe water stress patterns, while it being the largest region in
terms of wheat output [25].
Historically, Water supply systems have conventionally paralleled with energy
supply in terms of infrastructural needs. The three main parts that energy microgrids
are comprised of are generation, storage, and distribution. These can be directly
correlated to a function that would be required of water trading networks. Most water
reaching the Wheatbelt is from many miles away, even though potential sources might
exist closer.
Hence, this research aims to leverage localized sourcing of water results in
lowered operational complexity, allows the leverage of novel water technologies that
are not viable at a very large scale. Ex: Rainwater cisterns and greywater reuse.
Distributed supply of water comes with vast financial benefits, makes them very
conducive to small to medium scale applications, allows the use of basic engineering
installations with low risk. Decentralized generation would make water adulteration
scenarios obsolete, help mitigate climate-change-induced effects, contamination from
biological and chemical elements.

2.3 Blockchain for Energy Trading
Blockchains or distributed ledgers have become increasingly popular among
energy supply corporations, start-ups, and governments. Various entities from the
same background identify blockchains to have the potential to significantly innovate
and bring economic benefits too [26]. Energy systems have been constantly changing
to efficiently integrate the growing addition of renewable energy sources, with
particular relevance to PV installations. Blockchains were initially developed to
facilitate distributed transactions without the presence of a regulating authority. They
allow for the spontaneous execution of contracts in peer-to-peer networks [27].
While Bitcoin is the most represented and established distributed ledger system
to date, Ethereum has constantly risen to become the most used blockchain
technology for applications. Ethereum is an innovative distributed ledger system that
also functions as a virtual computer that is integrated with the cloud platform and has
its programming language that is pre-embedded, and hence, incentivizes developers
to create their applications that run with the blockchain architecture as their backbone
18

[28]. Ethereum allows users to create their smart contracts and aims to create a multipurpose pedestal, on which applications that involve transactions of any commodity
can be created. Many initiatives use Ethereum and Ethereum based digital
cryptocurrencies for Initial Coin offerings, as a possible prospect to attract investment.
The Ethereum realm revolves around integrating smart contracts and decentralized
applications that are capable of complete autonomy. Such applications use
cryptocurrencies/ tokens, that are traded in a chain of computers, where the outputs
are compiled within a public ledger.
Since applications such as Bitcoin are evenly distributed, whose security,
integrity, and functions are expensive to maintain. Not all applications developed
would need full-scale decentralization, hence, several layouts have been proposed.
Blockchains can also be viewed as databases that allow multiple entities to
update nodes in the ledger simultaneously, which results in multiple versions of the
ledger. Instead of controlling the ledger by a central controlling authority, each member
in the network can hold a copy of the records chain and reach a consensus with the
valid state of the blockchain. The actual intricacies of how consensus is achieved are
something that changes to suit a wide range of areas. New transactions that occur in
the ledger are linked to the previous transactions through cryptographic methods that
make blockchains a secure platform. Since, every user can check the transaction
history themselves, which provides trust and security and ensures the existence of
tamper-proof records. Figure 2 below shows a simple centralized and decentralized
transaction systems.

Figure 2- Centralised and decentralized energy platforms [26]

Several new initiatives and start-ups indicate that distributed ledger technology
will provide well-rounded solutions to the primary challenges faced by the energy
sector. It is pertinent that energy systems in the future are bound with three major
principles: decentralized production, decarbonization, and digitalization, with an aim
to bring power back to the consumers. Several blockchain developers are establishing
platforms that can be fully decentralized and facilitate P2P trading, they are building
marketplaces that can positively impact smart grids in the future [26]. Moreover,
potential gains in transparency, competition, cost savings, and efficiency
19

improvements in the operation on energy systems make blockchain a suitable addition
to the infrastructural mix and worthwhile to investigate for further use. A report
submitted by Deloitte [29] shows that blockchain-integrated platforms for energy
trading can help achieve better long-term viability in every sense and make costsaving not constricted to just utilities, but also help consumers reap the same benefits.
The author in [30] finds that the full potential of distributed ledger technologies can be
exploited only when integrated with smart contracts, i.e. programs that control the rules
that are responsible for writing information on to the ledger (figure 3 shows a traditional
blockchain architecture in a normal user mode and validator mode). Smart contracts
can be considered to be executables that can be triggered to autonomously make
modifications to the ledger if certain parameters are met, such as if a contract between
the concerned entities is honored [27]. The terms for the contract are pre-defined in
computer language along with the legal requisites These contracts are autonomously
enforceable and tamper-proof, hence they make economic regulatory institutions
obsolete. Furthermore, transactions of low-medium value can benefit from bolstered
cost efficiency.

Figure 3- Blockchain architecture in a normal user mode and validator mode (where network
access and the validation process can be accessed by authorized users only) [26]

Several energy-sector players [31] and the government in Australia [32] have
backed blockchain and have asserted they could hold solutions to several challenges
currently faced by the energy sector. The German Energy Agency [33] has reported
that blockchain technology is a prospective path to bolster the efficiency of currently
existing energy practices, can propel the development of digital applications, and
create a conducive environment to set up novel practices in P2P energy trading and
decentralized generation. Also, the agency has reported that such technologies can
help the energy market transcend into a more consumer-centric one, by catalyzing
internal processes, customer relations, and costs.
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Arising from their inherent nature, blockchain technology can provide a wellrounded solution to control and efficiently manage decentralized energy systems and
microgrids that are fast-growing and becoming increasingly complex to integrate into
an already complex and vast energy infrastructure [34] [35]. Integrating small-scale
DERs, flexible services and consumer participation in the current energy sector is hard
to achieve, authors in the report that blockchains could hold the key to provide
platforms where prosumers can interact with consumers where they trade their surplus
energy interchangeably on a peer-to-peer basis [36]. Active consumer participation
can be achieved and be integrated into secure smart contracts, such anonymity in
trading could help in bringing fair price mechanisms, provide valuable information on
energy costs to consumers [36], while also incentivizing demand response and
efficient control of their energy needs. Blockchains also supports small-scale energy
producers and bolster consumer-centric marketplaces that aim to support localized
generation and consumption of energy. One critical advantage that this approach
provides is reducing transmission and distribution losses and mitigating expensive
network revamps. While electricity is still delivered through the grid, demand and
supply management is critical and must be managed with consideration to technical
constraints and the system stability. The physical exchange of electricity is a major
factor that inhibits the adoption of blockchain and related technologies in the energy
sector.
Blockchains and associated technologies can record the place and point of
energy production or consumption, as a result, blockchain-based solutions would fit
community sharing scenarios (shared storage) or microgrids, while also facilitating
secure data storage on smart grids [34]. A primary challenge is to maintain the security
of supply and keep the network viable even as the installation of RES continues to
increase, blockchains, through the virtue of accelerating applications based on IoT
and making markets more resilient could help solve this problem. Furthermore,
blockchains could hold the key to bring about seamless interoperability in microgrids
and smart grids by offering secure and transparent solutions. In a report published by
Deloitte [29], it is found that energy utilities would face increased competition and
hence strive to become more transparent and consumer-centric, this will also help
consumers have options to switch between energy suppliers, if the opportunity to be
on a more economical network arises, it would help consumers make informed
decisions that would fortify against existing vulnerabilities of energy poverty and
affordability.
Through the virtue of several improvements offered by blockchain, they could
potentially provide significant advantages in the three main areas of energy systems:
reducing costs by making energy processes more efficient, provide bolstered energy
security w.r.t security of data and supply by acting as a supporting technology, and
finally improve sustainability by creating a conducive environment for renewable
energy generation and green solutions. The advantages of implementing blockchain
in energy systems are elucidated below:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Billing and cost management: Automated billing for the consumer base can be
achieved through smart contracts and metering. Energy utilities can benefit
from the prospective potential of part-payments, pay-as-you-use, and prepaid
payment platforms [37].
Marketing techniques and sales: Sales practices would tend to become more
consumer-centric, with individual preferences being considered and importance
being given to environmental concerns [33]. When used in conjunction with AI
platforms (machine learning), it can help decipher consumer energy patterns
and help in building value-added services for energy that are tailored for the
consumer.
Automation and spontaneity: Blockchains that the ability to improve the overall
management and control of energy systems in microgrids [33]. Incentivizing
local energy markets that use P2P energy trading model or distributed
platforms, can help increase self-reliance in energy production and
consumption, which can positively influence revenue and tariff practices for
consumers [37].
Market disruption: The most coveted factor that makes blockchain promising,
is that it can disrupt the traditional structure of energy markets and help in
removing the need for an economic regulation authority, discourages
monopolistic market models and revolutionizes commodity trading, hence,
bringing power to the consumer who can then make informed choices in a
competitive market.
Network security and privacy: Protection of transaction records can be made
possible and completely secure through the deployment of cryptographic
techniques, blockchain can efficiently manage data security, confidentiality, and
secure identities [37].
Resource sharing: Blockchains can promote platforms that can act as a
pedestal to share resources safely, especially community storage that is
explored in this thesis.
Incentivising healthy competition: Smart contracts can help catalyze the switch
between energy suppliers [33]. This newfound mobility in the market can help
foster healthy competition and help in reducing energy tariffs.
Transparency: Rigid records and transparent processes can help assist in
auditing and make it easier to adapt to existing regulatory compliance.

However, there are some limitations with the use of blockchain technology: the
speed and efficacy of distributed ledger networks that can execute P2P transactions
come a significant cost, which is much higher for some forms blockchain. This inherent
inefficiency is because each node on the network must update its state in the data
realm to be the first one to find a solution. This requires a significant amount of energy
as the blockchain system is based on a proof-of-work approach in the place of trusting
entities on the network. As the number of nodes on the system increase, it becomes
increasingly difficult to update transaction data at every node. However, improvements
in ledger management technology and computing can help overcome this.
Furthermore, blockchain transactions are not confirmed until a reasonable number of
22

blocks in a chain have been updated. That means it could take more time than
conventional methods for an energy transaction to be confirmed on the blockchain.
Using IoT based confirmation techniques as used in Ethereum helps to mitigate these
downfalls to a great extent.
This research, hence, aims to use blockchain-based systems to autonomic
energy and water trading. A prime example of such a model that could be adapted is
Power ledger’s platform that is based on the Ethereum blockchain. It has shown to be
efficient and initial trials look promising [2]. Since the platform does not deal with water
trading the thesis proposes a way to trade water using the same token system as used
for energy, the implementation pathway of which is described in the methodology and
implementation section.

2.4 Existing policy instruments and regulations relevant to the project
In 2019, Australia saw more than 1100 MW of rooftop solar PV capacity being
installed, which trumped the previous best from 2012. Properly designed microgrids
featuring PV and control systems can alleviate the need for grid-based electricity
distribution networks at remote locations. Microgrids with battery storage can provide
economic benefits for the consumers at these remote regions and improve energy
security by moving away from complete grid dependence. Installing microgrids to preexisting grid systems improves the reliability of such networks by helping to abate peak
load demands, hence removing the need for network augmentation which is expensive
[38].
A microgrid, however, cannot act as a replacement to the traditional grid
system, this is mainly because, most of the energy consumed from the South West
Interconnected System (SWIS) is concentrated to the Perth metropolitan area, mining
sites and major towns nearby. Microgrids should instead be an enabling factor for
remote area electrification and as a supplement to reduce costs in a system that is
currently fully grid-dependent.
The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has expressed their concerns
on the reduced visibility of microgrid systems that supply less than 1 MVA (Mega VoltAmps) to a distribution network or grid. Furthermore, the AEMO believes that its innate
capacity to manage supply and demand would deteriorate due to the load volatility
caused by unregistered microgrids and Distributed energy resources (DER), this effect
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combined with low market efficiencies can render the AEMO, unable to pass on
accurate information to market participants [39].
The rules currently drafted by the Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) places
constraints on the ability of the AEMO to involve within the market. Since, the functions
of the AEMO concerning the SWIS and WEM, this prevents the AEMO from taking
appropriate actions to implement changes to the system [40].
There are technical challenges that arise with microgrid installations- mainly
caused by the interaction of the microgrid and the distribution network, due to
unforeseeable factors such as cloud cover, which affects the output of the PV system.
The generated excess power can have an adverse effect and can trip the generators
by flowing back into the power system. These technical challenges must be
considered and acknowledged before installation, so maintenance and other needed
utility services can be installed.
There is an imminent need for rebalancing the tariff structures present in WA,
to improve the equitability of microgrids for remote communities that generally tend to
have a lower per capita income when compared with the metropolitan population. The
conventional tariff structure requires the customer to pay a daily charge for supply
which is considered a fixed component and larger component (energy consumption),
which is variable. This model, however, does not reflect the actual cost of the system
as DERs are bolstering the distortion caused in this case. It is vital that the pricing
mechanisms involved must reflect the actual cost of electricity (cost of peak demand),
so as the customer is well informed and incentivized to use electricity judiciously
Using fair electricity pricing structures can be extremely beneficial, mainly to
prevent cross-subsidies in short-term and long-term scenarios and help in the
reduction of electricity bills in the future. This also incentivizes the flow of investment
to the present system infrastructure and towards DERs. To encourage customerowned DERs in existing microgrid systems, it is necessary to incentivize according to
the various needs of communities, a case by case approach works the best for these
communities as no two communities have the same requirements. These incentives
must provide the community with a fair price for both, the energy they use and the
ancillary services that are required for such a system.
Currently, there are two major extremes of regulatory nature, that exist in the
WA scenario:
Tightly regulated systems of the likes of the Whole Sale Electricity Market
where the roles played by the different players are dictated and are scoped down to
certain activities, this ends up creating high overhead costs and decreases the
innovative potential present in the market.
The other extreme is the presence of 200+ remote and unregulated microgrids
in WA, that mainly cater to the needs of remote aboriginal communities. These
microgrids are funded and subsidized under the Remote Essential and Municipal
Services Program (REMS), they are controlled and run by the Department of
Communities (DOC) for WA. The main characteristics of such a system are extremely
high subsidies and unregulated power quality and reliability standards. The DOC,
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hence, is not regulated and the actions implemented by the DOC are not in line with
the recommended guidelines [40].
With relevance to consumer energy trading, the Australian Energy market
commission (AEMC) believes that such trading can help resolve several issues in the
energy market, such as using Time Of Use pricing, mandating two-way
communications capable generators, incentivizing the use of Standalone Power
Systems and shared community usage through batteries where possible and to
explore novel ways to see how DERs can assist with supporting the energy network
through such as Virtual Power Plants that provide greater network stability locally [2].
Several players in the industry are exploring options to embed energy trading
to deliver system optimizations and improve market benefits across the value chain.
The AEMC, which formulates the functions and rules for the NEM, seeks to incentivize
consumers indulging in sustainable practices and asserts the role of P2P energy
trading as a natural mechanism to transcend how consumers interact with the energy
system [41].
The AEMO, responsible for controlling the WEM has supported the views of the
AEMC that recognizes a multi-directional market structure and wants to allow the
consumer to interact with the market through a third-party aggregator while still being
connected to a traditional retailer, hence, forming multiple trading relationships. It also
encourages changes to the regulations surrounding the metering practices to enable
residential consumers to form a pee-topper network where they can trade energy,
either in a grid-connected or disconnected network. With aggregators helping clear the
market by acting as buyers of energy from consumers in the case of solar and battery
sourced energy [42].
Consumer trading seems to be in line with the WA governments vision, which
has been a part of the DER Roadmap, where consumers in the network can participate
the WEM through a service operator, without a market mechanism to support
consumers and a localized energy market with P2P trading, consumers tend to defect
loads. Whereas, with one they are incentivized to be on better terms with the grid by
providing services and energy to other consumers in the vicinity.
There is a significant lack of exploration into this topic, and there is a pertinent
need to address and solve looming problems in the Australian energy markets. Energy
trading, in particular, can transform the conventional energy market into consumercentric one, while providing customers a better cost for the electricity they produce.
These low costs would assist in changing usage patterns during daylight hours when
energy would have the lowest cost, hence dissipating the intensity of network
problems- the lack of demand during daytime and backflow of energy, it also brings
power to the consumers, hence, facilitating direct participation.
WA’s energy networks have to learn to accommodate the rapid growth of DERs,
several changes required to address these challenges, energy market players are
exploring decentralized energy market models to bolster customer participation,
incentivizing optimal generation and network results for the energy network- a vast
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shift from the current forms of centralized production that places constraints on
consumers to function within the tight boundaries prescribed.
The thesis elucidates policy options to consider in the methodology and
implementation section, to help the energy market transcend into a decentralized one.
Recommendations are made, to better assimilate micro-grids and DERs into the
current energy mix and pathways prescribed to help consumers become better
participants in the network, where they can directly interact with the WEM through a
distributed energy operator and hence provide a wide range of benefits across the
value chain in the network.
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Implementation

3.1 Methodology
To set up a P2P energy and water trading in the Wheatbelt, it is necessary to
understand the setup architecture involved. Five major factors have been identified
and their importance and the critical interdependency between these factors that are
required for the project are elucidated below in Figure 4.

P2P Water Trading

Pump + RO

P2P Energy Trading

Blockchain System

RE Sources and
Storage

Figure 4- Setup Architecture for the project using a veined Venn diagram

•

RE Sources and Storage: PV panels along with battery storage would
be the first choice, as they are the most viable source of RE in a sunlight
abundant region (Muresk, WA). Other sources of RE such as wind or
hydro can be added depending upon the geography and viability. The
advantage of this setup is that it recognizes there no one-fit universal
solution, rather, each case must be dealt with as unique. This is because
no two regions separated by considerable distance have the same
energy needs nor do they have the same availability of different RE
sources, hence, a thorough investigation of potential RE sources that
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•

can be tapped to produce a conducive energy mix must be explored for
every instance to ensure the long-term viability of the project.
Blockchain System: Authorizes transactions, fulfills the need for mutual
trust in transactions, the ledger is open to all, ensuring maximum
transparency and reliability. Hence, excess power generated by users
can be sold autonomously at fair prices, removing the need for an
economic regulating authority. An Ethereum based blockchain system
similar to the one launched by Power Ledger [2] would be the most
suitable for this use. In extension, a model is set up in the implementation
part to show how water trading can be integrated into this model.

•

P2P Energy Trading: With the installation of PV panels capable of
generation and battery storage, it is now possible for consumers to
transcend into prosumers which are facilitated through the Ethereum
based blockchain platform. The prosumers can now interact with the
energy system and provide value-added services throughout the chain.

•

Pump + RO: RO enabled through PV would be a worthwhile
infrastructure as it can help farmers produce their water of potable
quality, furthermore, in the case of droughts, water can be transported
to the region from a centralized distribution center and be purified onsite. Farms unable to install an on-site bore owing to financial constraints
can opt for a common bore point for an aggregate of farms, every
participating member in the project contributes an equal amount of
energy to pump and purify water from bores/other sources, the rewards
reaped are shared equally by all participants. Large farms could opt for
an independent on-site bore. This, however, can be modified and be
scaled/structured appropriately for other unique cases.

•

P2P Water Trading: Water trading is possible only when these elements
fall into place. Localized sourcing of water results in lowered operational
complexity, allows the leverage of novel water technologies that are not
viable at a very large scale (rainwater cistern). For this instance, water
trading is kept virtual.
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3.2 Need and Pre-requisites for Implementation
There are 3 phases towards implementation identified by the research, the
phases have been designed to create a solid foundation for a market and
infrastructural needs of the project. The site chosen here is Muresk, WA. However, the
phases and implementation path provide a framework upon which other projects can
be pursued. Figure 5 shows the prospective path to implementation that consists of
three phases.
Finalizing the setup
architecture and
conducting feasibility
studies to ensure
effectiveness and
efficacy of the
application.

Phase 3

Assessing the site for
various factors;
hydrological, soil
characteristics, RE
installations and
probable capacity
addition. Educating
consumers to help
them transcend into
prosumers,
encouraging
community powered
pumps+ RO.

Phase2

Phase 1

Identifying locations
with reasonable
groundwater levels
and fair RE penetration
to set up P2P energy
trading (areas with
already failing pipeline
infrastructure are the
most suitable)

Figure 5: Prospective Implementation Pathway

Muresk and the farms in its surrounding would be a prime location to pursue
initial modeling/trials. The proximity to Perth would mean Muresk could act as a
primary node or an index for further expansion of the network along the Wheatbelt.

Figure 6- The Three Zones in The WA Wheatbelt [23]
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The expansion would be most feasible down south due to the presence of
pre- existing infrastructure – Beverley and Narrogin would ideally be the next
choices. Figure 6 [23] shows the three zones in the West Australian Wheatbelt.
Muresk is well connected with existing infrastructure and is situated right on
top of a divergent point at the start of the central Wheatbelt below Northam as seen
in Figure 7, published by the Water Corporation, WA, one branch leading down
Beverley and another towards Cunderdin. Moerk water has a functioning PV-RO
plant which would make a good model base on the modeling of the PV-RO system,
due to the similarity in working conditions.

Figure 7- The GAWS Infrastructure Published by Water Corp. WA.

The project does not aim to be a one-time fix that permanently provides for the
needs of energy and water, rather, it hopes to leverage already present legacy
infrastructure while simultaneously developing a new system, which would fortify
against existing vulnerabilities.
Muresk is expected to receive lower levels of precipitation as climate changeinduced effects take a foothold. Climate modeling was undertaken for the city of
Muresk using the SimCLIM software to find the decrease in rainfall and solar irradiation
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patterns for the years 2020, 2035, 2050, and 2080 at RCP 6.5 and medium climate
sensitivity with the year 1995 as the baseline. The software downscales postprocessed GCM results in an efficient environment.
Australian specific have been selected to process climate modeling
results, listed below:
- BCC-CSSM1-1
- BCC-CSM1-1-M
- CNRM-CM5
- CSIRO-MARK3-6-0
- GFDL-CM3
- INMCM4
- MIROC4H
Figure 8 shows the precipitation scenario for the selected coordinates
(31.6479° S, 116.6742° E) using the site-specific model generator. Muresk is circled
in red to show its location.

Figure 8- SimCLIM Generated precipitation Model

Figure 9 shows the solar irradiation patterns for the selected coordinates
(31.6479° S, 116.6742° E) using the site-specific model generator.
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Figure 9- SimCLIM Generated Solar Irradiation model

The results for the years 2020, 2035, 2050, and 2080 are tabulated and shown
in Table 2:

Annual Solar Irradiation
(MJ/m2)

Annual Precipitation (mm)

Table 2: SimCLIM Modelling Results

2020

2035

2050

2080

397.402

384.636

371.958

343.163

2020

2035

2050

2080

19.59

19.62

19.64

19.71

It can be inferred from the modeling that; precipitation sees a significant
decrease through the decades that will perpetuate more drought events. Solar
Irradiation, on the other hand, seems to be increasing slightly over time, although not
significant and favorable in the bigger picture. It is, however, conducive to adopt solar
power.
The surface hydrological features of the area are collectively known as the Avon
River Basin and are shown in Figure 10 [23].
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Figure 10 – Catchments on the Avon River Basin [23]

Muresk has also been prone to flooding due to the presence of the Avon River,
the last major flood was in 1954. Since flooding events are expected to intensify soon,
Muresk could benefit from being a self-reliant community with regards to water and
electricity.
A report submitted by Hauck & Associates for the water corporation identified
that Muresk and the surrounding areas could face water shortages in the future that
might be exacerbated by climate change. Furthermore, the communities present have
a relatively higher prevalence of PV systems and hence it would be a conducive
environment for this project. The Muresk farm has a PV pump + RO system installed
and would make it a suitable model that can be adapted for this instance as well.
Hence, it can be concluded there is strong causation and motivation to pursue
and implement the project.
The prospective project site could span from Muresk, Quellington, Meenar, and
Grass Valley). The larger unit must stay in proximity with a larger town for easy
serviceability in the initial stages (in this case- Northam). The prevalence of PV
installation among farms would make the region conducive for trials. Several points of
elevation can be found due to natural features and hence such points can be used to
store water enabling easier distribution and lower pumping requirements.
Furthermore, pumped hydro could be employed as an energy storage mechanism in
appropriate regions which would make a great addition to the RE mix, due to its
longevity by design. Closed-loop pumped hydro storages have minimal evaporation
losses and hence would be efficient and suitable for this application.
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3.3 Design and Working
3.3.1 Single Farm- Basic Setup
The design of the system includes the following components and is shown in
Figure 11 for a single farm setup, two other setup architectures are proposed in this
section: for a collection of farms and for a small town all of which are connected to the
GAWS through a spur that is expected to be upgraded in the future .

Electricity for P2P Trading

Water for trading (in the case
of physical connections)

PV-RO Plant

Figure 11- PV system for water and energy trading with storage for a single farm

The PV system consists of a series of panels, a motor, a PV-RO plant, a control
system that runs on Ethereum blockchain technology, and a high-powered water
pump. Battery storage is present to store electricity for energy trading and to pump
water. The motor chosen can be scaled according to needs and the output of the PV
system. Without a storage system, the cost of the setup considerably decreases along
with maintenance costs, however, the intermittency of RE is not mitigated. It is
however important to set a threshold value at which the pump starts or stops. In this
case, we could pursue 500 Wh/m2, considering the abundancy in sunlight year-round.
The unused surplus of energy can be traded to other members in the network
(in this case back to the grid as it is a single farm setup) who at that moment, require
energy not covered by their production. Energy is used from the grid only when the
net amount of tradable green energy in the network has a negative value. To choose
the panels, it is required to understand the volume of water that might be pumped, and
the area owned. To size the PV system, the following method can be adopted using
the formulae:
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1. Ŋbattery = W1 = Wday / Ŋbattery (Calculating energy need to charge batteries)
2. Ŋbattery_Charg = W2 = W1 / Ŋbattery_Charg (Determining daily energy
supply)
3. Ŋpanel * Power rating = (Power of the PV setup)
4. Nhours-env (Estimate the average number of illumination hours for the worst
scenario)
5. Wday = PReal * Nhours-env (Energy produced per day)
6. Nmodules = W2 / Wday (Number of PV modules required)
7. Nseries = Un / Vmp (To calculate number of modules in series)
8. Nparallel = Nmodules / Nseries (To calculate number of parallel modules)
9. Nmodules = Nseries * Nparallel (Number of modules needed totally)
10. Pn = Nmodules * Nparallel (Power generated by PV system)

Where, Ŋpanel – yield of the PV panel, Nhours-env – approx. illumination hours
and Un – System Voltage. To calculate the performance of a PV system that
functions during a period (T) can be calculated using the following relation:
PRT =

Energy produced over time (T)

(Average incident solar irradiation during time (T) / 1000 W/m2) * Peak plant wattage * T

Solar pumps are easy to install and are friendly to the environment, are best
suitable for boreholes as they do not pose any risk of contamination. The system
also does not require extensive maintenance as they are self-starting. To further
bolster the pumping efficiency, tracking solar panels can be used. Although it
makes the system expensive, wide benefits can be realized in the long-term [43].
Using the PV-RO system water can be purified and would be most
conducive when used for groundwater bores, under certain circumstances [23]:
•
•

•

When groundwater is sourced from constructive aquifers
When groundwater has low-medium salinity and dissolved minerals
that would not require extensive pre-treatment, which would assist in
permeate recovery
Groundwater having a low salinity gradient provides opportunities to
mix permeate water with the groundwater, this would also help with
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•

reduced need for post-treatment which makes the entire process cost
more.
Groundwater aquifers are generally present within the close vicinity
of irrigation land, hence reducing the distance water needs to be
distributed.

The PV-RO system already installed by Moerk, would be a suitable adaptation
for this project, owing to the similar working conditions. The unit is shown below, in
Figure 12 [44].

Figure 12- Muresk PVRO Unit, Exterior (left), RO Unit (middle), Power Board (right)
[44]

The Muresk PVRO consists of a RO unit capable of producing 500L/hr and is
powered using a 4.3 kWh PV setup and lead-acid battery storage. The electrical layout
includes an MPPT solar regulator, inverter with a battery management system that
feeds AC to the RO unit and the cooling fan.
While in a single farm setup, there is reduced complexity in terms of demand
and supply management, it also presents itself with certain drawbacks. Firstly, the only
other entity in the network would be the main grid, where the uptake prices are
controlled by the FIT. This does not provide fortification against the intermittency
inherent to RES and hence, it is recommended that it be implement for a collection
farms with diverse requirements and multiple PV and PV-RO installations.
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3.3.2 Multi-Farm Setup
To understand how blockchain integrates into a multi-farm setup is necessary
to understand its function. This is to autonomously help trading of energy and water
between participants on the network while maintaining security and proof of
transactions, see Figure 13.

Farm 1

Interaction
Interface

Main Grid

Control Interface from Technology
Provider

PV + RO
Farm 2

Farm Aggregate

Ethereum-based Blockchain

Figure 13- Proposed setup for energy and water trading for a multi-farm setup using
blockchain technology

Figure 13 shows a description of how such a setup would work with multiple
farms where, some are independent and some farms aggregate to act as a single
entity. This allows for extensive modularity in applications and would be conducive to
standard agricultural setups.
Farms that do not have enough resources to install individual systems, can
purchase a common PV and solar pump of appropriate size and provide electricity for
community generation of water and trade the surplus with other farm aggregates or
individual farms.
The prosumers communicate with the interactive interface which is the gateway
to the control interface provided by the technology provider as seen on Power Ledger’s
platform. The pumping requirements can be calculated using the area owned or
through a pre-survey, the blockchain interface helps to record the amount of energy
produced in real-time and assists in storing transaction records, it can also help to
determine the right time for consumers to buy and sell electricity. Each member will
be equipped with a mobile application to track the amount of usage and current tariffs,
all data is stored in distributed ledgers. This data can be accessed by the technology
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provider and the prosumers to ensure trust and reliability. This allows the consumer to
monitor requirements. The working is described in 4 steps:
1. Members in the network will access the interactive platform through a
mobile or web-based application, which has a complete array of selfserving attributes.
2. The members will provide their identification data pertaining to the PV
panels installed and the PV-RO pump to gain metering data, so the
platform can map the amount energy and water produced and assign
token accordingly to the respective members.
3. Members can assimilate their tokens through the platform by exchanging
it for water or energy, or by selling it to the highest market price at that
point.
4. Members have the option to hide their identifier data, the information
present in the ledger will be randomized and will show any personal
identification tags, and in compliance with the best practices for security
protocols pertaining to blockchains.
Once, the steps are completed, the entire space can now be
autonomous through the internal market created through tokenizing. This
can be scaled in order and will be more effective in medium to large-scale
setups, where higher levels of energy security are realized through strength
in numbers that fortify against the inherent intermittency or RES.
3.3.3 Setup for a Small Town- Site Specific Application (Muresk)
Setting up such a system for a small town would be the ideal implementation.
Larger number of prosumers in the system will provide more electricity and water into
the market which can then be traded amongst themselves. This would provide for
greater energy and water security than the previous two setups described simply due
to the virtue of its setup.
Figure 15 shows the zoomed inset of a spur from the GAWS from figure 11.
The image was processed using a Landgate Aerial Imagery filter in GeoVIEW.WA.
The circled region shows the spur that is considered for implementation.
A total of four PV-RO units are proposed, with the arrow marks indicating the
flow of water from the units into the GAWS infrastructure in Figure 14. Since an official
map that illustrates the GAWS network in Mursek has not been published, GeoVIEW
was used to pursue the modelling. The blue lines represent water channels that are
either man-made or natural, hence is structurally similar to the GAWS network for
which the solution is designed. This solution can in the future, be adapted to an actual
spur in Muresk, either through physical surveying or through an official confirmation
from relevant entities (Wheatbelt Development Commission or Water Corp. WA).
There are strong reasons for choosing these locations due to the structure of the spur
chosen. Firstly, no physical changes can be made to the network of existing pipes due
to regulations in place, it becomes necessary to leverage nodes where evident
branching of the network is seen.
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U3

U4

U2
U1

Figure 14- Chosen project location (Muresk) showing the prospective sites of PV-RO plants

Using smart meters at every inlet point from the PV-RO units, we can account
for the amount of water entering the existing system, it can be seen that the isolated
stream spanning for a short distance would only need a single unit (U1) whereas the
larger unit (U3) is placed in the second stream where primary branching takes place.
Since there is extensive branching downwards it signifies that majority of the
consumption would take place downstream after the final unit (U4). The PV
installations can be located on the land owned by each member in the network, the
RO units, however, must be placed upstream to achieve the desired result.
With the help of blockchains and smart contracts the water and energy being
produced in the system can be quantified and autonomously traded between peers as
and when needed.
The token system designed for the project is shown in Figure 15, at the base,
the inputs (RE + water) are controlled with the platform created by the technology
provider that allows for the exchange of tokens for the resources. Members of the
network can buy and sell these tokens, through the developed platform (mobile or web
application), the transactions are then embedded on the ledger, the ledger interacts
with the token which in turn is tied to the Ethereum blockchain. The blockchain finally,
records the transaction into the interface where it is visible to every member.
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Ethereum Blockchain

Transactions fed into the
blockchain

Token

Ledger interacting with
the token
Distributed Ledger
Transaction
logging

MAIN INTERFACE

Web Communication
Interface (backend)

Mobile Application

Earning tokens through energy
and water production
Water from
RO

Members buying and selling
tokens
PV

Token
Utilization

Buy

Sell

Figure 15- Ethereum based smart-contract system for the project

It is to be noted that, the water here is not traded physically However, it can be
because they are interconnected on the GAWS. Also the groundwater may connect
them and groundwater abstraction license amounts can be shared.
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Members can buy water from other members in the same system hence
helping to clear the virtual market while also incentivizing green water use. This can
be extended for residents not within the network, where they can virtually buy the
excess water from a member in the network and get the difference subtracted in the
bill, this, however, is a proposal and might require legislative changes to be made
possible.

Chapter 4: Conclusion and Results

The research questions have been addressed through various avenues:
•

What would be the best ‘practice’ to deliver the mentioned P2P energy and
water trading in an agricultural setup i.e. Wheatbelt?
The best practice was found to be using a P2P energy and water trading setup,
backed by smart contracts that are facilitated through an Ethereum blockchain,
using tokens for quantifying resources produced in the network. It has also been
found that implementing the concept for a small town would be the most viable,
as more members in the network provides with greater energy and water
security.

•

How to draw relevant inspiration from a pre-existing urban setup (Perth) to be
applied for a rural application?
Power Ledger’s setup for Knutsford village and the recent RenewNexus project
have several components [2], mainly pertaining to the user interface provided
for the members that allows them to track their usage and see where they stand
w.r.t other users in the network. Such a system can be efficiently adapted for a
rural/agricultural setup if consumer education programs are conducted. Mainly,
the RenewNexus project has shown great promise and has proven its efficacy,
hence, it would be a model to base other such projects in the future [45].

•

What would be the important considerations for the intended setup architecture
of all the pivotal elements; blockchain technology, PV installations and solar
pumps with RO, policy instruments that would control the outcome of the project
and, energy and water trading?
A comprehensive consolidation of relevant literature was conducted for the
aforementioned elements, the existing technologies and developments were
reviewed and assessed. Furthermore, several ideas presented by other authors
were observed and improved to facilitate adaption for this instance. Three
setups were created at different scales and their functioning described, the
inherent limitations they have were also considered. The recommendations for
policy and technology options have been presented in the next chapter.
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Overall, this research tries to show the advantages of PV systems and PV-RO
pumps through Ethereum blockchain integration, to fortify the aging energy and water
infrastructure in the Wheatbelt.
The proposed solution is based on creating a collection of farms that already
have PV installations or are willing to install. The efficiency of this system is monitored
through the location and type of panels and pump used, but also using Ethereum
enabled blockchain technology. Creating a rigid local energy market economy will
greatly benefit all participating members. The token value will inherently be dictated
by demand and hence, offers avenues for producers to maintain the required
infrastructure even during off-seasons. Furthermore, non-members can still buy water
from the network to avail the best price at that moment.
The main findings w.r.t the Wheatbelt in general, are:
1. The advantages of the proposed project using blockchain-based energy
and water trading are that they incentivize the addition of RES and they
will help the farming communities in the Wheatbelt abate carbon, where
climate change is expected to perpetuate unfavorable consequences
(significantly reduced rainfall), moreover, the area has already faltering
water infrastructure (GAWS).
2. Blockchain still needs a legislative push to gain wider acceptance, it must
be considered as an important factor while formulating every DER
roadmap in Australia. Its efficacy has been proved in multiple setups with
Power Ledger being the forerunner [2].
3. There needs to be an extensive investigation into technology, especially
in smart power metering, consumer behavior analysis, and the
legislative requirements.
Finally, governance is the most important aspect that will help the
development of this infrastructure and motivate its application in the energy
sector. It is important to attract users to adopt this technology, by balancing the
mutual interests of all players in the energy market.
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Chapter 5 Recommendations
1.

There is a need to develop an improved and integrated supply and network
model to understand the economics and help integrate blockchain-based
microgrids into the SWIS, in the city, and the far-reaching corners of the grid.

2.

The government should consider changing the current pricing structure, to one
that is more demand-centric and the deployment of state-of-the-art metering
systems throughout the South West Interconnected System (SWIS). Which will
help in realizing better benefits for the consumers who now must pay unfair
prices during peak hours.

3.

Procure official confirmation w.r.t the official representation of the GAWS
network in Muresk, that would be more conducive for choosing suitable sites
for the PV-RO units.

4.

Since the population in the Wheatbelt is expected to decrease in the future [23],
the project will be a perfect fit. It is an inherent nature of blockchain that it
becomes hard to control and execute at very high scales.

5.

On-farm supply has been viewed as supplemental to scheme supply, which
aligns with the vision of the project. Since it has been found that saline
groundwater could be a prospective source to supplement water usage in
farms, the PV-RO system used in this project would help in utilizing the
resources where possible.

6.

Encourage the Public Utilities Office (PUO) to conduct a continuous
assessment of best practices and adopt the most appropriate one.

7.

High need to recognize remote communities as microgrids and use a case-bycase approach to ascertain the best practices that would be suitable for the
scenario and to also adopt a multi-utility approach.

8.

Conduct public education programs that would help consumers make informed
decisions in the right direction and aid in the addition of RE into the system.
Which is critical to meet carbon abatement targets at a local level and a national
level.

9.

The feed-in tariff scheme is to be reviewed to assist the creation of better and
locally appropriate incentives and ancillary services, so as DER is set up in an
appropriate location and with fair-pricing. Moreover, it possible to integrate any
technology only when people support its application.
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10.

Finally, the WA government is requested to study the feasibility and potential of
blockchain-based energy and water systems and encourage technological
growth as such systems are the best fit for most remote area applications.
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